Last Quarter in Kidspiration, Oxygen Man and his team were challenged by the anonymous
Riddler to prevent a disaster in Star City! The Team became known as “The Defenders”, and each
week they had to solve a riddle sent by the diabolical Riddler to prevent the disaster!
The riddles all related to well-known Bible Heroes, from Joseph to
Moses, and even Joshua. Billy Batson, the famous journalist from the
Daily Star and his assistant, Mary Meriwether, helped deliver the riddles
to The Defenders which were recorded on mysterious old audio tapes!
As the weeks progressed, The Defenders discovered that the Riddler was a resident of Star City. So, they
began to create a list of suspects from everyone they knew in the town to try and identify the Riddler. Each
time they solved a riddle, a new piece of a picture of the Riddler would be revealed.
Bleep Tribex, The Defenders’ secret supercomputer, helped solve the riddles each week.
The Riddler was not revealed until the final week when we discovered that there were actually THREE Riddlers
– Professor Parrot, Sparky the Engineer, and Lucy Librarian! We learned that the disaster that they were trying
to prevent was the citizens’ lack of Bible Knowldege. It was revealed that the letters of Bleep Tribex could be
rearranged to form “Bible Expert”! All along, the Riddlers just wanted everyone to know their Bible!
In the end, Billy Batson was able to write a great story, the Riddlers joined The Defenders,
and Mary Meriwether blew one more bubble!

Don’t forget our Memory Verse: Deuteronomy 31:6
“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terrified because of them,
for the Lord your God goes with you; He will never leave you nor forsake you.”

These are the remaining Superheroes who were not pictured earlier in the Bulletin.

Billy Bob Joe
True Identity: Nate Barnett

Kind Kylie
True Identity: Kylie Crow

The Lillie Goat
True Identity: Lillie Crow

Super Power: Invisibility, Flying

Super Power: Helping Autistic Kids

Super Power: Eating Villians

Denver Guy
True Identity: Peter Green

Siper
True Identity: Samuel Green

Mind Mover
True Identity: Kayden Walker

Super Power: Living in Denver

Super Power: Lightening

Super Power: Invisibility, Shrinking

`
We-We
True Identity: Anna Whitaker
Super Power: Making a Slide Appear

